CAIRNS 1044 REPLACEMENT PARTS AND EXPLODED VIEW

1. Helmet
   SHELL 1044 — See ATO on page 43
   
2. Reflective Trim Options
   RP20Y  Tetrahedrons (20 per sheet), Lime/Yellow (NFPA)
   SP20YP  Tetrahedrons (20 per pkg.), Lime/Yellow (NFPA)
   SP20RP  Tetrahedrons (20 per pkg.), Red/Orange (NFPA)
   RP20R  Tetrahedrons (20 per pkg.) Red/Orange
   
3. Chinstraps
   C922P  Nomex with QRB and Postman Slide
   C923P  Nomex with QRB
   
4. Impact Cap and Suspension System
   M604P  Impact Cap with Standard Configuration
   M604DP  Impact Cap with Deluxe Configuration
   M611P  Impact Cap Retention Kit (Tabs, Velcro, Screws)
   RHBP  Ratchet Headband
   M615P  Headband Retention Tabs (set of 4)
   
5. Cushion Liners
   LK27P  Economy Flannel Headband and Ratchet Liner
   LK28P  Standard Flannel Headband and Ratchet Liner
   LK29P  Deluxe Leather Headband, Ratchet Liner and Flannel Crown Pad
   
6. Cushion Liners
   LCPB  Flannel Crown Pad
   
7. Faceshield Hardware
   S918P  Hardware Kit, Glass Reinforced
   S103P  Bourke Hardware Kit
   S950P  “E” Clips for Faceshield (50 per pk)
   S204P  Wing Protectors for 4” Faceshield (pair)
   S206P  Wing Protectors for 6” Faceshield (pair)
   
8. Face/Eye Protection
   10071006  4” Tuffshield, with Wing Protectors
   S601GP  4” Gold Coated, Faceshield*
   S606GP  6” Gold Coated, Faceshield*
   S550P  Cairns ESS Goggle
   S555P  Cairns ESS Goggle Tear Off Lens Covers (6 pack)
   S556P  Cairns ESS Goggle Replacement Lens
   S10KP  Bourke and Hardware ◊
   
9. Earlaps/Protective Hoods
   L655YP  Yellow Nomex Earlap
   L655G  Black Nomex Earlap
   L655AP  Nomex Earlap with Under Chin Extension
   L955P  PBI/Keval Earlap
   L955AP  PBI/Keval Earlap with Under Chin Extension
   L945P  Bloodborne Pathogen Resistant Earlap
   10041994  CFR, Aluminized PBI/Keval Shroud with Nomex Earlap
   10041992  CFR, Aluminized PBI/Keval Bonnet
   
10. Front Holder Options
    M16P  Mounting Bracket for 6” Fronts
    M8P  Carved Brass Eagle 6” Front Holder
    M9P  Silk-Screened Eagle 6” Front Holder
    M6P  Silk-Screened Maltese Cross 6” Front Holder
    10071259  Carved Brass Beaver 6” Front Holder

* Not NFPA compliant.

For Fronts, Accessories and Reflective Trim, see pages 60-69.